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Simple modular playground without accesories. At the sample
picture, (on page 2) it’s instaled with curved ladder,
climbing net and ﬁreman’s pole (slide bar).
Materials:
Build in poliester painted by mass, with gel coat of predominant color
and anti-graﬃti treatment on galvanized steel inernal frame.
The external tubes are made of laminated steel, painted with epoxy
paint colors.
Dimensions: 450 x 160 x h230 cms.
Age: 3-12 years.
Free fall height: 150 cms.
Security area: (Wit the accesories shown on example on page
2) 63 m 2
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Maintenance:
-Check: all ﬁxing points, screws and bolts must be periodically
checked and they will be tightened and adjusted again if necessary. The checking date must be annotated in order to establish a
control.
Inspections:
-Routine inspection: A visual and functional inspection must be
carried out every 3 months in order to check that the module has
not suﬀered any harm due to vandalism or mishandling.
-Yearly Inspection: A full inspection of the installation as a whole
must be done in order to check that it keeps all norm standards
and that it has not suﬀered any alterations.
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Installation:
Anchored to the ﬂoor with expansion bolts. Elements like the slide
must be anchored with threaded rod and epoxi. Finished with
compacted material coating either continuous wet-pour rubber
surfacing or rubber tiles.
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Security area. In cms.

Accesories.
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Fixed bridge.
Ref. KP4011.

Climbing Wall.
Ref. KP4012.

Fireman’s Pole.
Ref. KP4013.

Climbing net.
Ref. KP4014.
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Ladder.
Ref. KP4015.

Swing.
Ref. KP4016.

Slide.
Ref. KP4017.

Curved ladder.
Ref. KP4018.
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